untucked

Introducing untucked, the new soft contract collection from Keilhauer. Combining the concepts of individuality and collaboration that apply to the modern workspace, the detailed design unites the collection by creating a casual, relaxed environment, and provides a sense of warmth and invitation.
Parlez delivers the ideal setting for teamwork and collaboration. The flexible configurations of this modular bench system are each designed to create open and welcoming workspaces while seamlessly flowing into the larger surrounding environment.
Parlez 70320
88" bench.

Orign 72135
Conference chair.

Awia 11036
48" x 96" conference table.

Conference
The untucked collection redefines the modern conference room. With the stylish Awia conference table, uniquely constructed Orign conference chairs, and a Parlez bench for overflow, our industry-leading innovative engineering creates a refined hub for collaboration and communication.
Orign 72135
Conference chair, aluminum arms with upholstered arm caps and aluminum base.

Orign
Experience a new level of comfort with the re-imagined design of Orign. Ingenuity hides Orign’s fully ergonomic functions from view leaving the chair with a deceptively simple form. Uniquely engineered and gently padded, these chairs offer the very best in conference room comfort.
The 141 Bench is the newest expression of the “magic angle of communication”. Employing the precise angle of 141 degrees, this softer and more informal design encourages an open flow of conversation based on natural human interaction.
**Coy & Opt**

With its high back and eye-catching design, Coy is the ideal privacy chair. From the outside, its composition commands respect, while from within, 3 interior cushions envelope you in comfort and solitude. Opt is a chair with character and communication at the forefront. With its provocatively curved back, the wide-open design creates the optimal environment for casual conversation.

(Right)  
**Coy** 71060  
Ash lounge chair.  
**Opt** 71050  
Ash lounge chair.  
**Stix** 71080  
Ash side table.  

(Left)  
**Coy** 71060  
Lounge chair.
View the full untucked collection, including additional Parlez and 141 models, current cut sheets, options, and pricing on keilhauer.com.
Quite simply, the most relaxed way to work. The free-floating appearance of the cushioned seat and large oar-like, wooden arms provide a lounge-style seat with an iconic, unique look and a work surface designed for any device.
**Engineering finesse bringing product to life**
From sketch to model, from prototype to a coveted icon of design – our engineers work side by side with product designers to create extraordinary seating and tables. Ingenuity, research, and talent transform vision into reality.

**Quality materials**
Resilient steel; rich, solid wood; luxurious leathers and fabrics; Keilhauer sources the finest materials in the world to ensure every piece is built for comfort, durability, and admiration.

**EOOS and Keilhauer story**
Over the course of 18 years, the bond between Keilhauer and EOOS has developed into something extraordinary. Rather than fulfilling a design brief, each project is a joint exploration in new challenges, processes, and solutions.
Craftsmanship
Keilhauer’s legacy is based on the expertise of master upholsterers, pattern cutters, engineers and tailors. Every item is crafted to provide our customers with exceptional quality and to add another chapter to our story of excellence.

Sustainability
We believe in investing in our talent, supporting our communities, and respecting the planet and the resources we draw from it. Nothing wasted. No one left behind. We take a holistic, environmentally friendly approach to business and are committed to building a brighter future for generations to come.

Leaders in design
Provoking, iconic, and covetable, Keilhauer is recognized around the world for design excellence. Every piece in our expansive offering features unparalleled craftsmanship, thoughtful details, and incredible comfort.